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A. Training Programs in Adult Cardiology
This year's list of cardiovascular training programs is presented in a format which is designed to be useful to training program directors as well as to potential applicants for
cardiovascular fellowship programs. The length of training programs may vary from two years to four years. More specific information about any training program listed
here must be obtained from the training program director. This listing is provided as a service to physicians by the ACC and is not intended as a listing of ACGME approved
programs. Information contained in this listing was provided by each institution program director and was not verified by the College. As a Medical Specialties Matching
Program has been instituted for those entering subspecialty programs in adult cardiology, we have not included interview and selection dates in this year's listing. Rank
Order List Forms and a coded MSMP Directory of Participating Programs will be distributed to applicants and training directors in Spring 1991 for programs beginning in
July 1992. Information on the matching program may be obtained by contacting the National Resident Matching Program, One Rotary Center, Suite 807, Evanston, Illinois
60201 (Telephone 312-328-3440).
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ALABAMA
Binningham 35294 University of Alabama at Binningham Dr. G. Pohost 5 5 5 15 no 5 no 4
(205) 934-0820
Mohile 36617 University of South Dr. M. Alpert I 1 1 3 no I yes
Alabama Medical Center (205) 934-3624
ARIZONA
Phoenix 85062 Good Samaritan! Dr. K. Desser 3 3 6 yes 3 3 yes 2 2
Medical Center Dr. F. Cardello
(602) 239-6743
Phoenix 85010 Maricopa Medical Center/ Dr. T. Glatter 2 3 5 no 2 yes
University of Arizona (602) 267-5351
Tucson 85724 University of Arizona, Dr. G. Ewy 2 3 2 I 8 yes 2 2 yes
Health Sciences Center Dr. W. Roeske
Tucson 85723 Veterans Administration Hospital (602) 626-6223
ARKANSAS
Utile Rock 72205 University Hospital! Dr. ]. Undemann 2 2 4 yes 3 3 yes 2 2
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CALIFORNIA
Fresno 9_~702 Valley MediCiI cenler Dr. L. Grayson 1 2 3 no 1 uncertain
(209) 453-4395
Fresno 93703 Veterans AdrniniSlralion Dr. P_ Deedwania 2 I 3 no uncertain
Medical Center/University (209) 228-5325
of CA. San Francisco
School of Medicine
La jolla 92037 Scripps Clinic and Dr. A, johnson I 1 1 3 1 yes
Research Foundation (619) 554-8836
Loma Unda 92354 lorna Linda llniversity Med_ Clr. Dr. P. Shah 3 3 3 3 12 yes 3 3 yes 3 3
(714) 824-4652
l.onj\ Beach 90813 SI. Mary Medical center Dr. I. Ungar 2 2 4 yes 2 2 yes
(213) 435-4441
l.os Allj\eles 90048 Cedars-Sinai Medical Center Dr. P,K. Shah 5 5 5 25 40 yes 5 5 yes
Dr. G. Diamond
(213) 855-4876
l.os Anj\eles 90017 The Hospital of the Good Samaritan Dr, D. Cannom 9 9 no no
(213) 977-0419
l.os Anj\eles 90027 Kaiser Foundation Hospital Dr. I, Levinson 3 3 3 9 yes 3 3 yes 3
(213) 667-WJ7
'.os AnKfles 9OO.H Los Anj\eles County- Dr. S. Rahimtoola 4 4 4 12 no 4 uncertain
University of Southern (213) 226-7264
California Medical center
1.05 Allj\eles 90059 Los Allgeles County- Dr. P.A, Chandraratna 1 2 I 4 no 1 no
Kinj\-Drew (213) 603-4564
Medical center
l.os Allj\eles 900S7 SI. Vincent Medical center/ Dr. J Katz 4 4 no no
Martin Luther Kinj\. Jr. (213) 484-7927
Medical Center/
Drew Medical School
l.os Anj\eles 90024 UClA Medical Center Dr, J Child 3 3 1 3 10 yes 3 3 yes 3 3
(213) 825-5136
l.os AllKfles 90073 VA Medical Center Dr. B, Singh 2 2 2 6 yes 2 2 yes 2
Wesl Los Anj\eles (213) 824-3239
1.05 Allj\eles 90033 White Memorial Medical Center Dr, H, Ricketts 2 1 3 no no
(m) 260-5888
Martinez 94553 Martinez VA Medical Center Dr. R Marshall ~ 2 5 no no
(415) 228-{,800
Orange 92668 University of California Dr J TOOis 7 6 5 18 yes 6 6 yes 7 ::;
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WIFORNIA (Continued)
Sacramento 95817 University of California-Iravis Dr. W. Bommer 5 5 2 1 13 yes ., ., yes
Medical Center, (UCDMC) Dr. G. Gregoratos
(916) 734-2640
San Diego 92103 Mercy Hospital and Dr. J. Mazur I 1 2 yes I I yes
Medical Center (619) 260-7001
San Diego 92134 Naval Hospital San Diego Dr J Carlisle 4 3 4 II no 4 uncenain 4
(619) 532-7402
San Diego 92103 University of California, Dr.W.Lew 4 4 4 3 15 yes 4 4 yes 4 4
San Diego Medical Center (619) 543-5736
VA Medical Center-La Jolla
San Francisco 94129 Letterman Army Medical Center Dr J Paris 2 3 2 7 no 2 no
(415) 561-3417
San Francisw 94120 MI. Zion Hospital and Medical Center Dr_ E. Cohen 1 I 2 yes I I yes
of the University of California (415) 885-7321
San Francisco 94120-7'f1J pacific Pr~yterian Dr. K. Cohn 3 3 6 yes 3 5 yes
Medical Center (415) 923-3236
San Francisco 94117 St Mary's Hospital Dr. H. Kline 1 I 1 3 yes I I yes
and Medical Center (415) 750-5779
San Francisco 94143 University of California at Dr. W Parmley 6 6 6 6 24 yes 6 6 yes 6 6
San Francisco, MoffitVLong (4J5) 476-1326
f10spitallVA Fort Miley
Hospital
San Francisco Gel\. Hosp.
Sepulveda 9J}13 UCLA-San Fernando Valley Dr V. Udhoji 1 4 ') yes 5 5 yes
Program; (818) 895-9399
Sepulveda VA Medical Center and
Olive View Medical Center
Stanford 94.W5 Stanford University: Dr. E. Alderman 6 6 6 18 yes 6 6 yes 6
Stanford University Hospital (415) 723-6008
Palo Alto Hospital
Torrance 90509 Harbor-UCl.A Medical Center Dr. B. Brundage 3 :\ :\ I 10 yes :\ 3 yes :\
(213) 533-2S1S
COLORADO
Aurora 80045-5001 Fitzsimons Army Medical Center Dr. R Davis 2 2 :\ 7 no no
(303) 361-8507
Denver 80203 AM1 SI. Luke's Hospital Dr RD. Jantz 1 1 2 no 1 uncenain
(303) 869-1695
Denver 80262 University of Colorado Dr J. Wei! 4 4 4 2 14 no 4 no 4
Health SCiences Center (303) 270-8103
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CONNEcnCUT
Bridgeport 06610 Bridgeport Hospital Dr. J 8abb I I I 3 yes 1 I yes
(203) 384-3844
Bridgeport 06606 St. Vincent's Medical Center Dr. E Kosinski 1 1 I 3 no 1 no
(203) 576-5571
Fannin~ton 06032 University of Connecticut Health Center Dr. P. Schulman 3 4 I 8 yes 2 2 yes 3 3
Hartford 06105 St Francis Hospital (203) 679-3865
Newington 06111 Newington V.A. Hospital
Hartford 06112 Mount Sinai Hospital
Hartford 0611 5 University of Connecticut Dr. J Kluger 3 3 3 9 yes 3 3 yes
Hartford Ilospital (203) 524-2883
New Ilaven 06511 Hospital of SI. Raphael Dr. P. Fazzone I 1 2 4 no no
(203) 562-511S
New Haven 06510 Yale Univ. SChool of Medicine! Dr. B. Zarel 5 5 5 3 18 yes 5 5 yes
Yale-New Haven Medical Center (203) 785-4127
West Haven VA Medical Center
Norwalk 06856 Norwalk Hospital Dr. M. Krauthamer t I 2 yes I I yes
(203) 852-2410
Dt~1'Rlcr OF COLUMBIA
Washington 20007 Geo~etOlVn Univ. Med. Centerl [)r. D. Pearle 6 5 6 3 20 yes 6 6 yes 6 6
Washin~ton 20422 Veterans Administration (202) 687-8833
Medical Center
Washington 20037 Geo~e Washin~ton Dr. A. Ross 4 3 I I 9 yes 4 4 yes 4 4
University Hospital (202) 994-3777
Washington 20060 Howard University Hospital! Dr. C. Curry 3 3 3 9 no 3 yes 3 3
DC General Hospital (202) 865-6791
Washinglon 20307 Walter Reed Army Dr. D Wortham 4 4 4 12 no 4 no 4
Medical Center (202) 576-3838
Washington 20010 Washington Hospital Center Dr. J Undsay 2 I I 2 6 yes I I yes
(202) 877-7597
FI.ORtlJA
Gainesville 32610 University of Florida! Dr. C.R. Conti 5 2 4 2 13 yes 3 3 yes
Shands Hospital (904) 392-3481
VA Medical Center
Jacksonville 32209 University of Florida Health Dr. A. Miller 3 2 2 7 yes 3 3 yes 3 3
SCience Centeri)acksonville (904) 350-{;740
Miami 3.~101 University of Miami Dr. R. MyertlUrg 4 4 4 3 15 yes 4 4 yes 4 4
Medical Center (305) 549-{;534
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FLORIDA (Continued)
Miami Ileach 3314\) Mount Sinai Medical Center Dr. P. Samet 8 8 16 no 8 uncertain 8
(305) 674-2150
Tampa 336124799 University of South Florida Dr. D. Schocken .3 3 2 I 9 yes 3 3 yes




Atlanta .\0322 Emory University Affiliated Prol\r.lOlS Dr. RW. Alexander II 15 to 7 4.3 yes 8 8 yes 11 11
(404) 727-8147
Augusta 50912-3105 Medical College of Georgia Dr. N. Flowers .3 4 .3 to yes 3 3 yes
Affilialed Hospitals (404) 721-3727
Veterans Administration Hospital
HAWAII
Honolulu 96813 Queens Medical Center Dr. J. McNamara 1 I no l no
(808) 5:13-6567
ILLINOIS
Chicago 60612 Cook County Hospital Dr. J. Mathew 'i 2 3 to no no
(312) 633-7862
Chicago 60616 Michael Reese Hospitals Dr. M. Silver 4 5 2 II yes q q yes
(312) 791-3160
Chicago 60611 Northwestern University Dr. 0 Mehlman 4 4 6 14 yes 5 5 yes 4 4
Medical Center em) 908-4960
Northwestern Memorial Hospital
Lakeside V.A. Medical Center
Evanston Hospital
Chicago 60612 Rush-Presbyterian- Dr. J. Parrillo 4 2 5 1 12 yes 4 4 yes 4 4
SI Luke's Medical Center (312) 942-8771
Chicago 60637 University of Chicago Medical Center Dr. C. January 4 6 6 16 yes 3-6 3-6 uncertain 4-6
(312) 702-1757
Chicago 60657 Illinois Masonic Dr. P Stecy 2 2 2 6 yes 2 2 yes
Medical Center (312) 883-7044
Chical\o 60612 University of Illinois Medical Center Dr. S. Rich 2 'i 2 9 yes 2 2 yes 3 3
Westside VA Hospital (312) 996-6730
Evanston 60202 Saint Francis Hospital Dr. A. Foschi 3 3 3 9 yes .3 3 yes 3 3
(708) 492-4000
Ma)WOOd 60153 Loyola University Dr. R SChreiber 9 7 7 23 yes 7 7 yes 7 7
Medical Center (708) 216-3308
Hines VA Medical Center
North Chical\O 60064 University of Health SCiences Dr. M. Weil 2 2 2 6 yes 2 2 yes 2 2
The Chicago Medical SChool (708) 578-3415
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ILUNOIS (Continued)
OakLawn 60453 Chlist Hospital Dr. H. Cuadros 2 2 2 6 yes 2 2 yes
(708) 857-1004
INDIANA
Indianapolis 46202 Indiana University SChool of Medicine Dr. D. Hathaway 5 5 5 4 19 no uncertain
(317) 630-6468
Indianapolis 46206 Methodist Hospital of Dr. R. Campbell I 2 I 4 yes I I yes
Indiana, Inc. (317) 929-8556
IOWA
Iowa City 52242 University of Iowa Dr. R. Kerber 7 5 7 I 20 yes 5 '> yes
Hospital and Clinics (319) 356-2739
KANSAS
Kansas City 6610.1 University of Kansas Dr. M. Dunn 3 I 4 yes 2 2 yes
Medical Center Hospital (913) 588-6015
KENl1JCKY
I.exington 405.16 University of Kentucky Medical Dr. A. DeMaria 4 4 4 12 yes 4 4 yes 4 4
Center/lexington VA Medical Center (606) 23.1-5843
I.ouisville 40292 'University of I.ouisville Dr. J. Kupersmith 6 4 4 14 yes 2 4 uncertain
SChool of Medicine (502) 588-7959
I.OUISIANA
New Orleans 70121 OChsner Foundation Hospital Dr. J. Murgo 4 4 4 3 15 yes 4 4 yes
OChsner Clinic (504) 838-3717
New Orleans 70112 Tulane University Med. Ctr.! Dr. J Phillips 10 3 I 14 yes 3 3 yes 4 4
Charity Hospital (504) 588-5152
University Hospital
Veterans Adm. Med. Clr
Touro Infinnary
Shreveport 71130 I.SU SChool of Medicine Dr H. Hanley 3 I 2 b yes 2 2 yes
at Shreveport (318) 674-5940
MAINE
Portland 04102 Maine Medical Center Dr. C. I.ambrew 2 2 I 5 yes 2 2 yes
(207) 871-2413
MARYlAND
Baltimore 21205 Johns Hopkins HospitaV Dr M. Weisfeldt 10 9 9 6 34 yes 7 7 yes
Baltimore 21224 Francis SCott Key Med. Ctr. (301) 955-5997
Baltimore 21215 Sinai Hospital
Baltimore 2120I University of Maryland Hospital and Dr. R. Vogel 4 5 4 13 yes 4 4 yes
Baltimore VA Hospitals (30 I) 328-6522
Bethesda 20814-5011 National Naval Medical Center Dr B. Uoyd 2 2 2 6 no 2 no
(30 Il 295-4485 0'-""
--J
MASSACHUSEITS
Boston 0221 5 Beth Israel HospitaV Dr. W. Grossman 7 5 7 9 28 yes 7 7 yes
Harvard Medical School (617) 735-3015
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~CHUSElTS (Continued)
Boston 02118 Boston University Dr. T. Ryan 5 5 4 4 18 yes ') ') yes
(1luW>n City Hospital Dr. C. Apstein
and University Hospital) (617) 638-8700
Boston 02130 Boston VA Medical center Dr. W. Boden 2 2 I 5 no 2 yes 2
(617) 739-3406
Boston 02114 M~husetts Genel"'dl Hospital Dr. K. Eagle 8 6 5 19 yes 6 8 yes 8 8
Dr. P. Yurchak
(617) 726-1802
Boston 02215 New England Deaconess Dr. R Nesto 5 3 3 11 yes 4 4 uncertain
Hospital Program A (617) 732-8950
Boston 0211 5 Brigham and Women's HospitaV Dr. T. Smith 8 9 9 9 35 yes 11 11 yes II 11
Harvaro Medical School (617) 732-5678
Boston 02/35 St. Elizabeth's Hospital Dr. B. Kosowsky 3 3 3 9 yes 3 3 yes 3 3
(617) 789-2000
Boston 02111 Tufts-New England Dr. D. Salem 4 5 3 3 IS yes 3 4 yes 3
Medical center (617) 956-5604
Burlington 01805 Uihey Clinic Medical center/ Dr.}. Butterly 2 2 I I 6 yes 2 2 yes 2 2
New England Deaconess (617) 273-5100
Hospital Program B
Springfield 01199 Ba}1itate Medical center Dr. R Gianelly 2 2 I I 6 yes l l Yei
(413) 784-4490
West Roxbury 02132 West Roxbury/ Dr. ) Loscalzo 3 3 2 1 9 yes 3 3 yes 3 3
Brockton VAMC (617) 323-7735
Worcester 01604 Vniv. of Mass. Med. School Dr. D. Spodick 2 2 2 6 yes l l yes
S1. Vincent Hospital (508) 798.{i162
Worcester 01605 Vniv. of Mass. Med. CIr. Dr. }. Alpert 5 5 5 3 18 yes ') ') yes
(508) 856-3191
MICHIGAN
Ann AJbor 48109 University of Michigan Dr. B. Pitt 4 4 4 5 17 yes ') ') Yei
Medical center/ (313) 936-5255
Ann AJbor 48/09 University Hospital
Ann AJbor 48105 Veterans Administration Hospital
Detroit 48202 Henry Foro Hospital Dr. H. Rosman 5 6 4 1 16 yes 5 6 Yei
(313) 876-2871
Detroit 48236 Saint John Hospital Dr. }. Fonnolo I 2 3 no no
(313) 343-3875
Detroit 48235 Sinai Hospital of Detroit Dr. H. Fromin 2 2 2 I 7 yes 1 2 yes 2-3 2-3
(313) 493.{i515
Detroit 4820I Wayne State University/ Dr. R Steinman 5 5 5 2 17 yes ') 5 yes
Detroit Medical center (313) 745-2626
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MICHIGAN (Continued)
Royal oak 48072 William Beaumont Hospital Dr. W. O'Neill 3 3 4 4 14 yes 3 3 yes 3 3
(313) 551-4175
Southfield 48076 Providence Hospital Dr. W. Duvernoy 2 2 2 6 yes 2 2 yes 2 2
(313) 569-4232
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis ssm University of Minnesota Dr. J. Cohn 8 8 7 4 27 yes 8 8 yes 8 8
Medical School! (612) 625·3939
Minneapolis 55415 Hennepin County Medical center
St. Paul 55101 SI. Paul Ramsey Medical center
Minneapolis 55455 University of Minnesota Hospital
Minneapolis 55417 VA Medical center
Rochester 55905 Mayo Clinic/SI. Mary's Hospital Dr. R. Nishimura 6 6 6 6 24 yes 6 6 yes 6 6
Rochester Methodist Hospital (507) 284-3667
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson 39216 University of Mississippi Dr. P. Lehan 2 2 3 7 no 2 uncertain




Columbia 65212 University of Missouri-Columbia Dr. K. Weber 3 3 4 2 12 yes 3 6 yes 3 6
Hospitals and Clinics (314) 882-2284
(University of Missouri
Health Sciences center)
Kansas City 64111 Univ. of Missouri-Kansas City Dr. R. Conn 2 2 4 yes 2 2 yes
Truman Medical center (816) 931-1883
Mid-America llean Insitute at St. Luke's lIospital
St. Louis 63110 Jewish Hospital at Dr. L. Lange 5 5 5 2 17 yes I 5 uneenain
Washington University School of Medicine (314) 454-8803
St. Louis 6311()..()2SO St Louis University Dr. 8. Chaiunan 6 5 7 4 22 yes 3 6 yes 4 6
Medical Center (314) S77~7
Chesterfield 63017 St. Luke's lIospitals Dr. R. Paine 2 2 4 no 2 uncenain
(314) 434-8016
St. Louis 63110 Barnes Hospital! Dr. 8. Sobel 8 8 8 12 36 no no
Washington University (314) 362-8902
School of Medicine
NEBRASKA
Omaha 68131 Creighton University/ Dr. S Mohiuddin 4 3 2 9 yes 3 3 yes 3
St. Joseph Hospital (4Q2) 280-4626
Omaha 68105 University of Nebraska Dr. T Engel 4 3 2 9 yes 3 3 yes 0
Medical center (4Q2) 559-5151 v.>'-0
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover 03756 l>artmouth-Hitchcock Dr. D. James infonnation not available
Medical Center (603) 646-6009
NEW JERSEY
Hackensack 07601 Hackensack Medical Center Dr. M. Wiener 2 1 1 4 yes I I yes
(201) 441·2310
Je~ City 07304 Jersey City Dr. D. Goldman 2 2 4 no 2 no
Medical Center Dr_ P. Wong
(201) 915-2448
New Brunswick 08903·0019 UMDNJ-Robt. Wood Johnson Medical School Dr. J Kostis
New Brunswick Program (201) 937-7685 2 4 4 10 yes 2 2 yes 2 2
Camden 08103 UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Dr. H. Waxman 2 2 3 7 yes 2 2 yes 2 2
Medical School at Camden (60')) 342-2604
Cooper Hospital!University
Medical Center
Newark 07103-2757 UMDNj-New Jersey Dr. T. Regan 7 6 13 yes 6 6 yes 7 7
Medical School (201) 456-4731
Newark Beth Israel Medical Center
East Orange VA Medical Center
East Orange
Newark 07102 St. Michaels Med. Center Dr. J Haft I 3 2 6 no I uncertain 2
(201) 877-5160
Paterson 07503 St. Joseph's Hospital Dr. S. Asokan I I 3 5 no uncertain
and Medical Center (201) 977-2028
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque 87131 University of New Mexico Dr. M. Crawford 2 2 2 6 yes l l yes
School of Medicine (50S) 277-4253
U.N_M. Hospital
Albuquerque V.A. Medical Center
Lovelace Medical Center
NEW YORK
Albany 12208 Albany Medical Center Hospital Dr. T. Biddle 3 3 6 yes 3 3 yes 3 3
(518) 445-5376
Bronx 10456 Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Dr_ C. Yoran 2 2 4 yes I 2 yes
(212) 901-8no
Bronx 10461 Ilospital of the Dr. E, Sonnenblick 5 4 4 13 yes 5 5 yes
Alben Einstein (212) 430·3336
College of Medicine!
Jacobi Hospital
Bronx 10451 lincoln Hospital! Dr. D. Rim 4 'I no no
New York Medical College (212) 579-4876
Bronx 10466 Our Lady of Mercy Medical Center/ Dr. S. Chiaramida 2 I 3 no 1 uncertain
Westchester County Medical Center (212) 920-9257
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NEW YORK (Continued)
Bronx 10467 Montefiore Medical Center Dr. J Fisher 5 5 ~ 13 yes 5 5 yes 4
(212) 920-4116
Brooklyn 1120I The Brooklyn Hospital Dr. H. Friedman ~ 4 2 9 no no
Caledonian Hospital <7IS) 4O.~.g26S
Woodhill Hospital
Brooklyn 11235 Coney Island Ilospital Dr. E. Greif ~ 4 7 no 3 uncertain
(7IS) 615-4255
Brooklyn 112~ Interfaith Medical Center Dr. S. Leff 1 2 3 no 1 no
(7IS) 935-7511
Brooklyn 1120I The Long Island College Hospital Dr. T. Sacchi ~ 2 5 yes 2 2 yes
(71S) 780-1S51
Brooklyn 14219 Maimonides Medical Center Dr. G. Hollander ~ ~ .~ 9 yes 3 ~ yes
(7IS) 28~-7074
Brooklyn 11203 State University of New York Dr. R. Stein 7 II IS yes 6 6 yes 6 6
Health Sciences Center (7IS) 270-2606
of Brooklyn
Brooklyn 11203 Kin~ County Hospital
Brooklyn 11209 V.A. Medical Center of Brooklyn
Brookdale Hospital
Methodist Hospital
Buffalo 14215 State University of Dr. A. Ellis 4 4 4 12 yes 4 4 yes 4 4
New York Clinical Center (716) 898-~19
Erie County Medical Center
Buffalo General Hospital
Buffalo VA Medical Center
Buffalo 14209 Millard Fillmore Hospital Dr. L. Golden 2 2 I 5 yes 2 2 yes
(716) 887-466~
East Meadow lIS54 Nassau County Medical Center Dr. E. jonas 3 2 5 yes 3 3 yes 2
(516) 542-~584
Elmhurst Queens 11~73 Mount Sinai-eity Ilospital Center Dr J Madias 4 ~ 7 yes 4 4 yes
affiliated with Mount Sinai (7IS) S30-1506
School of Medicine
Medical Center
jamaica 11432 Catholic Medical Center Dr. B. Boal 2 2 4 no 2 yes
(71S) 657-7208
jamaica 1141S jamaica Ilospital Dr. C. Weinstein I I 2 no 1 no
(718) 262~
Manhasset 11030 North Shore University Ilospital Dr. V. Padmanabhan ~ 6 9 yes :\ :\ yes
(516) 562-4100 0~
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Matching RegiSlered Posilions in MalC!ling 10 be offered Position~ in
~'TATI'ICmiZIP CODE HosrrrAlJ1NSTmmON PROGRAM Total Trainees lor 1990-1991 Program in cardiol. Training Program Ihrough !he Training
OIRECTOR lor Match Program lor Match Program
lSI Yr. 2nd Yr. :lid Yr. OIher roTAl. 1991-92 1991-92 1991-92 1992-9:1 1992-9.\ 1992-9:1
NEW YORK (Continued)
New Hyde Park 11042 Long Island Jewish Dr. M. Bodenheimer 3 3 2 8 yes 2 2 yes
Medical cenler (718) 470-7331
New York 10003 Beth Israel Medical center Dr. S. Horowitz 4 2 3 1 10 yes 3 4 yes 4 4
(212) 42i)-4S60
New York 10003 Cabrini Medical center Dr. P. Varriale I 1 1 3 yes I 1 yes
(212) 99S.{,124
New York 10032 Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Cenler Dr. P. Cannon 5 4 4 13 yes 4 4 yes 4 4
(212) 30)-1697
New York 10021 The Cornell Hospitals Dr. S Scheidt 6 7 5 2 20 yes 6 6 yes 6 6
New York Hospital (212) 746-2150
Memorial Hospital
New York 10037 Harlem Hospital (,enter Dr. J. Brown 2 3 2 l 8 yes 2 2 yes 3
(212) 491-8143
New York 10021 Lenox Hill Hospital Dr N. DePasquale 3 3 6 no .) yes
(212) 439-2170
New York \0029 Metropolitan Hospital center Dr. G. Bousvaros 2 2 4 yes 2 2 yes
(212) 23Q.{,S20
New York 10029 Mount Sinai Medical center Dr. M. Packer 7 6 6 5 24 yes 6 6 yes 6 6
(212) 241-4029
New York 10016 New York Univ. School of Medicine! Dr. A. Fox 3 3 .~ 2 II yes .) .) yes
Bellevue Hospital (212) 34O.{,405
New York University Hospital
New York 100\0 \lq>t. of Veterans Affairs Dr. V. Fisher 2 2 I 5 yes 2 2 yes
Medical Center (212) 340-6603
New York lOO25 St. Luke's-Roosevelt Dr M. Schwartz 4 3 \ 2 \2 yes 4 4 yes
Hospital center (212) 288-1850
New York 10011 St. VincenlS Hospital Dr. J. Mazzara 2 2 3 7 yes 3 3 yes
and Medical center (212) 790-8300
of New York
Rochester 14642 lIniversity of Rochester Dr. W. Hood 3 3 3 6 15 yes .) 3 yes
Medical center/ (716) 275-7756
Strong Memorial Ilospital
Staten Island 103\0 St Vincent's Medical Dr. R GrodInan 2 2 I 5 yes 2 2 yes
center-Richmond (7\8) 876-4647
Stony Brook 11794 S.U.N.Y al Slony Brook Dr. P. Cohn .~ 4 3 10 yes 3 3 yes
Stony Brook 11794 Health Science center/ (516) 444-1060
Stony Brook 11794 lIniversity Hospital
Northport 11768 V.A. Medical center
Syracuse 13210 S.U.N. Y. Health Science center/ Dr. H. Smulyan 2 3 5 yes 2 2 yes 2
VA Medical center (51 S) 464-566.\
Participation Participation
in Medical No. 01 IS! ToW No. in Medical No. 01 IS! TOlal No.
Specialties Year Positions lsi Yr. Specialties Year Positions IS! Yr.
Matching Regislered Positions in Matching to be offered P~ti()ns in
STATEICITYiZlP COllE HOSPITAIJINSTlTIITION PROGRAM TIllaI Trainees for 1'l9O·1991 Program in CantioI. Training Program through th. TrainillK
DIRECTOR for Match Program for Match Program
1st Yr. 2nd Yr. .In! Yr. Other TOTAl. 1991·92 1991-92 1991-92 1992-9.1 1992·9.1 1992-9.1
NEW YORK (Continued)
Valhalla 10595 Westchester County Medical Center Dr. D. Rubin 4 3 3 10 yes 3 3 yes
New Yorl< Medical College (914) 285-7440
NORTII CAROLINA
Chapel Hill 27599 Univmity of North Carolina Dr. P. WilliS 4 4 4 12 yes 3 4 yes
School of Medicine! (919) 966-5205
North Carolina Memorial Hosp.
Durham 27710 Duke University Medical Center/ Dr G. Stiles 15 17 17 7 56 yes II II yes II II
Durham Veterans Administration (919) 681-6000
Medical Center
Greenville 27834 East Carolina University Dr. W. Wheeler 2 2 yes 2 yes
School of Medicine (919) 551-4651
Pitt County Memorial Hospital
Winston-salem 27103 North Carolina Baptist Hospital! Dr. W. Little 3 3 3 9 yes 3 3 yes
Bowman Gray School of Medicine (919) 748-4347
OHIO
Cincinnati 45267 University of Cincinnati College of Dr. R. Walsh 3 3 3 2 II no 3 no
Medicine-University Hospilal (513) 558-4721
Veterans Administration Hospital
Cleveland 44195 Cleveland Clinic Foundation Dr. R. Hobbs II 12 II .~4 yes 10 10 yes 9 9
Dr. 0 Underwood
(216) 444-6936
Cleveland 44109 Case Westem University Or R. Bahler 5 4 9 yes 5 5 yes
MelroHealth Medical Cenler/ (216) 459-3875
Mount Sinai Medical Center
Cleveland 44106 University Hospitals of Cleveland Dr. M. Thames 6 4 3 4 17 yes 4 4 yes
VA Medical Center (216) 844-8940
Columbus 43222 Ml. Carmel Medical Center Dr R. Lach I 1 1 3 no 1 1 no
(614) 224-3278
Columbus 43210 Ohio Stale University Hospitals Dr A. Kolibash 4 4 :I II yes 4 4 yes
(614) 293-8962
Dayton 45406 Good samaritan Hospital- Dr. M. Sakhaii 2 3 I 6 yes I 2 uncertain
Wright State University (513) 278·0866
School of Medicine
Dayton 45409 Miami Valley Hospital Dr. T. Thornton I I yes I I yes
VA Medical Center/ (513) 220-2517
Wril\hl State University




in Medial No. 01 1st ToW No. in Medical No. 01 1st Toul No.
~
Speci.hies Ve-.lr Positions 1st Yr. Speci.hi'" Year PosiHons 1st Yr.
Malchill~ Registered Positions in M'lchin~ 10 be offered Positiot\s in
~TAIDCITY!ZIP COIlE HOSPITAl/IN~TIn ITiON PKQGI<AM Total Trainees for 1990·1991 Pro~ram in Cardia!. Training Program through Ill< Training
IlI~ECTO~ for Match Pro~ for Match Pro~
1st Yr. lnd Yr. -,rd Yr. OIher TOTAl. 1991·92 1991-92 1991-92 1992-93 1992-9.\ 1992·93
OHIO (Continued)
OKlAHOMA
Oklahoma City 7WX) Oklahoma Medical Center/ Dr. D. Reynolds 6 5 3 3 17 yes 5 6 yes 6 6
University of Oklahoma (405) 271·4742
Health SCien€t'S Center
OREGON
Portland 97201 Orel\on Iiealth Sciences University Dr. J.D. Brislow 2 2 2 6 yes 2 2 yes 2 2
(503) 4')4-8750
PENNSYI.VANIA
Allentown 18103 I.etJigh Valley Iiospital Center Dr. I.. Morris I I 2 no I I yes
and Allentown Hospital (215) 433-6442
n',uwille 17822 Geisinger Medical Center Dr. F. Menapace 3 3 2 8 yes 3 3 yes 3 3
(717) 271-8053
Hershey 17033 The Milton S. Hershey Dr. J. Gascho 4 4 2 to yes 4 4 yes 3
Medical Center/ (717) 531-8407
Penn. State University
Philadelphia 19141 AIlJert Einstein Medical Center nr. M. Kotler 3 3 3 2 II yes 4 4 yes 4 4
(215) 456-7266
Philadelphia 19125 Episcopal Hospital Dr. V. Banka 3 3 2 I 9 yes 2 3 yes
(215) 427-7247
Philadelphia 19146 Graduate Hospital nr. T. Kreulen 3 3 I 7 yes 3 3 yes
(215) 893-2495
Philadelphia 19102 Hahnemann University Dr. G. Mintz 5 5 (, 16 yes 4 5 uncertain
(215) 448-8258
Philadelphia 19151 l.ankenau Hospital Dr. J. Burke 3 3 4 I II yes 4 5 yes
(215) 645-2684
Philadelphia 19129 Medical College of Pennsylvania Hospital Dr. S. Meister 3 3 .~ 9 yes 3 3 yes 3 3
(215) 842-6995
Philadelphia 19104 Presbyterian Medical Center Dr. B. Segal 4 5 5 I 15 no 4 4 yes 4 4
(215) 662-9086
Philadelphia 19140 Temple University lJospital! Dr. A. Rove 3 3 3 2 II yes I 3 yes "I 3
Medical School (215) 221-3346
Philadelphia 19107 Thomas Jefferson Dr. A. Greenspon 3 4 4 2 13 yes 4 4 yes 4
University Iiospital (215) 955-8659
Philadelphia 19104 1J0spilai of the Dr. M. Josephson 7 7 5 7 26 yes 6 8 yes 8 8
University of Pa. (215) 662-2884
Pittsburgh 15212 Allegheny General Hospital Dr. J. Granato 4 4 4 12 yes 4 4 yes 4 4
(412) 359-402\
Pittsburgh 15221 Univ_of Pittsburgh Dr. M. Varnt 2 2 I 5 yes 2 2 yes 2
Health Center/ (412) 648-6360
Monlefiore Hospital
Participalion Participalion
In Medial No. of lSI Toul No. ill Medical No. of lSI Toul No.
Specialties Year ·Positions lSI Yr. Specialties Year Positions lSI Yr.
MalChillg Regislered Positions in MalChing 10 be oIfered Positions in
~"ATEICITYIZIP COllE HOSPITAUINSTmmON PROGRAM Toul Traineedor 1990-1991 Program in Cardio!. Training Program through the Training
.D1REcroR for MalCh Program for MalCh Prowarn
lSI Yr 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. Other l'OTAL 1991·92 1991·92 1991·92 1992-93 1992·93 1992-93
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued)
Pittsburgh 15224 TheWeslem Pennsylvania Hospital Dr. A. Gradman 2 3 1 6 yes 2 2 yes
.(412) 578~934
Pitl5burgh I520I St. Frands Medical Center/ Dr. A. Ticzon 2 2 2 6 yes 2 2 yes
St Margarel Memorial Hospital (412)6224938
Pitl5burgh 15232 Shadyside Hospital Dr. C. Crispino 2 2 2 6 'yes 2 2 yes
(412) 683-4111
Pitl5burgh 15213 Univ. of Pittsburgh Health Center Hosp. Or. J Shaver 6 5 4 15 yes 6 6 yes
Presbyterian-Univer.;ity Hospital (412) 647-3429
PUERTO RICO
Ponce 00731 Damas Hospital Dr. F Cortes 3 3 3 9 no 3 no
(809) 840-8686
san Juan 00936 san Juan City Hospital Dr. R. Conaway- 2 I 3 'no 2 no
umuza
(809) 763-9468
san Juan 00936 Univer.;ity Hospital Dr. M. Garda- 3 .~ 6 no 3 no
UPR School of Medicine Palmieri
(809) 758-2525
Rio Pie<!ros 00927/5800 Veterans Adrninistr.ttion Hospital Dr. E. Hernandez 2 3 5 no 2 uncertain
(809) 766~520
RHODE ISlAND
Providence 02903 Brown Univer.;ity
Rhode Islalld Hospital Dr. D. Williams 2 2 2 2 8 yes 2 2 yes
(401) 277-4581
Brown University Integrated Hospitals Program: Dr. C. Miklozek- 4 5 4 13 yes 4 5 yes
Providence 02906 The Miriam Ilospital McNulty
Providence 02908 VA Medical Genter (401) 722~
Providence 02908 Roger Williams Gen. Hosp.
Pawtucket 02860 Memorial Hospital
SOlffil CAROLINA
Columbia 29203 Univer.;ity of South Carolina Or W Nelson 2 I 1 4 yes I I yes
School of Medicine. ·Richland (803) 253-4534
Memorial Hospital!
Dom VA Hospital
Charleston 29425 Medical University Hospital Dr. B. Usher 3 4 .1 10 yes 5 5 yes
Charleston VA Hospital (803) 792-44\1
Medical llniver.;ity of South Carolina
TENNESSEE
Johnson City 37614 East Tennessee State Univer.;ity Or J Douglas 2 2 4 yes I 2 yes






in Medical No. 01 1st Totl1 No. in Medical No. 01 1st Totl1 No. C!'
Specialties Yar Positions lSi Yr. Speciallies Year Positions 1st Yr.
MalChing Registered Positions in MalChing to be ollered Positions in
~TAIDCITYIZIP COIlE HOSPITAlJIN:mnmON PROGRAM Total Trainees 'or 1m19')1 Prowam in C2rdiol. Trainint!. Program IhlOUf,/1 the Training
IlIRECfOR for MalCh Prowam for MalCh Program
lSi Yr. 2nd Yr. .Int Yr. Other TOTAL 19')1·92 19')1·92 19')1'92 19')2·9~ 19')2-9~ 19')2'9~
TENNE.'lSEE (Continued)
Memphis 38163 University of Tennessee, Memphis Dr. 1- Sullivan 3 ~ ~ 9 yes 3 3 yes 3
Baptist Memorial Hospital (901) 528-5759




Nashville ~7232-2170 Vanderbilt University School of Medicine Dr. R. Robertson 6 5 6 17 yes 6 6 yes 6 6
Nashville V.A. Hospital (615) 322-2318
TEXAS
Oallas 75246 Baylor University Medical Center Dr. M. Donsky 3 3 6 no 3 uncertain 3
(214) 820-3.Yi9
Dallas 75m University of Texas Southwestern Dr. D. Hillis 6 6 6 18 yes 6 6 yes 6 6





Galveston 77550 The University of Texas Dr. J. Wallace 2 .2 1 5 yes 3 3 yes
Medical Branch (409) 761-1533
Houston 77030 Baylor Collel\e of Dr. R. Roberts 15 19 10 3. 47 yes 8 15 uncertain 8 12
Medicine! (713) 790-4864
Houston 77030 Ben Taub General Hospital
Houston 770.~0 The Methodist Hospital
Houston 77030 Veterans Administration Hospital
Houston 77030 St. !.uke's Episcopal Hospital! Dr. R. Hall 6 6 6 18 yes 6 6 yes 6 6
Texas Heart Institute (713) 791-2804
llouston 77030 University of Texas Dr. H. Taegtmeyer 4 4 4 12 yes q q yes
Medical School at (m) 794-4123
lIouston
l.ackland Affi 78236-5300 Wilford Hall USAF Dr. I.. Spaccavento 4 5 .~ 12 no uncertain
Medical Center (512) 670-6529
I.ubbock 79HO Texas Tech University Dr. 1- Buell 1 1 2 q yes 1 I yes
Health Science Center (806) 74B177
San Antonio 78254-6200 Brooke Army Medical Center Dr. 1- Moody 4 3. 4 11 no no
(512) 22H305
San Antonio 78284-7872 University of Texas Health Dr. R O'Rourke 4 7 3 1 15 yes 3 3 yes 4
Science Center at San Antonio (512) 694-5100
Temple 76508 ScOlt and White Memorial Dr. I.. WalSOfl 2 2 4 no 2 uncertain 2
Hospital (817) 774-2713
UTAH
Salt l.ake City 84132 University of Utah Dr. J. Mason .~ 4 4 3 14 yes 4 4 yes 4 4
Medical Center (801) 581-7715
Participation Participation
in Medical No. of lSi Total No. in Medical No. of lSi Total No.
Speciallies Year Positions lSi Yr. Specialties Year rositions 1st Yr.
MatehinK ~"Kistered Positions in Malchin~ 10 he offered Positions in
STAIDCITYIZlP COIlE HOSPITAUINl>i1TI ITION PROG~ Toeal Trainees for 19'JO-I9'l1 Program in Cardiot. Trajnill~ Progam IhrouKit Ihc Trainill~
IlIREcroR for Match Prowarn for Match ProW.un
1st Yr. 2nd Yr. .In! Yr. Other TOTAL 19'1I·Q2 19'1I-Q2 l'l')I-Q] 1'l')2-9~ 19'12-9~ 1'l')2-9.1
VERMONT
Burlington 05401 Univ. of Vennont Coli. of Med. Dr A. Levy 3 2 4 I 10 yes 4 4 uncertain
Medical Center Hospital of Vennont (802) 656,3734
VIRGINIA
Charlottesville 22')08 University of Virginia Dr, G, Beller 5 5 4 1 IS yes 4 4 yes 4
Health Sciences Cenler (804) 924·2134
Richmond 23298-0128 Medical College of Virginia! Dr, J. Pippin 10 8 5 3 26 yes 5 10 yes
McGuire VA Medical Center (804) 786·9989
salem 24153 University of Virginia Dr, D, RUSleIl 2 I 2 5 no 2 yes
VA Medical Center (703) 982·2463
School of Medicine
WASHINGTON
Seattle 98195 University of Washington Dr, J. Ritchie 4 4 3 2 13 yes 5 5 yes





Huntington 25755-9410 Marshall University Dr, R. Touchon 3 4 2 9 yes 3 3 yes
School of Medicine (304) 696-7237
Morgantown 26506~302 West Virginia University Hospital, Inc, Dr, A, Jain 2 I I 4 no 2 no
Ruby Memorial Hospital (304) 293-40')6
WISCONSIN
Madison 53792 University of Wisconsin Hospital! Dr, F, Ballantyne 4 3 3 10 yes 4 4 yes
VA Hospital (608) 263-1535
Milwaukee 53226 Milwaukee County Medical Complex Dr. D, Trech 4 5 3 12 yes 4 4 yes 4
Medical College of Wisconsin (414) 257·5078
Milwaukee 53233 University of Wisconsin Dr D, Zwicke 4 4 7 15 yes 2 4 yes 2 4
Milwaukee Clinical Campus (414) 283-7658
Sinai samaritan Medical Center
---
791 784 600 230 2.411 590 728 563 701
~
--.l
B. Training Programs in Pediatric Cardiology
STATfJClTYlZlP CODE Total Tramee; for I99tH)') I Completed
<5
HOSPITAIJINSTITI ITION PRtX;RAM Interviews Selection ~
D1REL'TOR Applications Completed Completed
00
1st ¥r 2nd Yr. .I.d ¥r Other TOTAL Due By By By
CAI.lFORNIA
Los Angeles 90027 Childrens Hospital of Los Angeles Dr. A, Lewis 1/91 6/91 9191
(213) 669-4637
Los Anj\e1es 90024 UClA Center for the Health SCiences Dr. S. Kaplan 3 4 1 I 9 12190 2/91 3191
(213) 206-3478
San Diej\o 92103 UCSD Medical Center/ Dr. D Sahn 3 3 8/1/91 10/1191 1111/91
SChool of Medicine (619) 543-5980
San Fmncisco 94143 University of California! Dr A Rudolph 3 2 I 6 submit at least 18 months
san Francisco (415) 476-1373 prior to anticipated start date
Stanford 94305 Stanford University Medical Center Dr. D, Bernstein 1 1 4/1/91 6/30/91 10/1/91
(415) 723-7913
COLORAllO
Denver 80218 University of Colomdo SChool of Medicine Dr. J Wiggins 3 3 5/1/91 9/1/91 10/1/91
The Children's Hospital, Denver (303) 861-6820
CONNECTICUT
New Haven 06510 Yale-New Haven Medical Center Dr. C, Kleinman 1 1 3 5 9/15/9Q 1/15/91 311/9\
Yale University SChool of Medicine (203) 785-2022
DISTRICT OF COUlMBIA
Washington, D.c. 20010 Children's National Dr. R. Ruckman 2 2 2 6 4191 5/91 6/91
Medical Center (202) 745-2090
FLORIllA
Gainesville 32610 University of Florida College of Medicine Or, M, Epstein 1 I 2/1/91 3/1/91 4/1/91
Shands Hospital (904) 392-6431
Miami 33136 University of Miami! Dr. H, Gelband 2 2 2 1 7 1/1/91 411/91 5/1/91
Jackson Memorial Medical Center (305) 549-6659
GEORGIA
Atlanta 30.322 Emory University SChool of Medicine Dr. K Dooley 2 2 2 6 11/1/9Q 5/1/91 6/1 5/91
Henrietta Egleston (404) 728-5111
Hospital for Children
AUj\usta 30912-3710 Medical College of Dr, W. Strong 2 1 1 4 311/91 5/1/91 6/1/91
Geofj\ia Hospitals & Clinics (404) 721-2336
II.LlNOIS
Chicago 60614 Children's Memorial Hospital Dr. D.W. Benson 1 I 2 1 5 10/31190 12/3119Q 1/31/91
Northwestern University (312) 880-4367
Chicago 60637 The University of Chicaj\o Dr. D. Ruschhaupt progmm tempomrily discolllinued
Medical Center/ (312) 702-6224
Wyler Children's Hospital
La Rahida Children's Hospital
INDIANA
Indianapolis 46202-5225 Riley Hospital for Children! Dr. D, Girod 1 1 1 3 1/1/91 2/1/91 311/91
Indiana University Medical Center (317) 274-8906
IOWA
Iowa City 52242 University of Iowa Hospitals Dr, L Mahoney 3 2 2 7 1/1/91 411/91 5/1/91
and Clinics (319) 356-2837
SfAWCllYlZIP alOE HOSPITAUIN~1l1lJTION PROGRAM Total Trainees for 1990-1991 Con1>Ieted InleMews Sefet::liDn
OIRECTOR AppliC3lions Completed Completed
lSi Yr. 2nd Yr. ~rd Yr. Other TOTAl. Ilue By By By
MAR~D
Baltimore 21205 The Johns Hopkins Medical Dr. L. Kidd 1 1 I 3 1/1/92 211/92 311/92
Institutions (301) 955-5987
MASSACHUSEITS
Boston 02115 The Children's HospitallHalVard Medical SChool Dr. B. Nadal-Ginard 8 6 6 4 24 12130/90 4130/91 5/15/91
(617) 735-7395
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor 48109-0204 C.S. Molt Children's HospitaV Dr. A. Rosenthal 4 2 3 9 1211/90 12115/90 211191
Univ. of Michigan (313) 764-5176
Detroit 48201 Wayne State University/ Dr. W. Pinsky Program Starting 7/91 1211190 212&191 3131/91
Children's Ilospital of Michigan (313) 745-5831
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis 5S4SS University of Minnesota Dr. R. Lucas 2 3 2 7 5/1/91 611/91 7/1/91
SChool of Medicine (612) 626-2755
Rochester 55905 Mayo Clinic Dr, 0, Driscoll 2 I I 4 1/3\191 1/31/91 2128191
(S07) 284-2911
MISSOURI
St. Louis 63110 St. Louis Children's Hospital at Dr. A. Strauss 2 2 I 2 7 1/1/91 411/91 5/1/91
Washington University (314) 454-60'}5
Medical center
NEW YORK
Brooklyn 11203 S.U.N.Y. Health SCience centerlBrooklyn Dr. M. SChiller I J 2 8/,>1/91 12131/91 1/31192
The Brookdale Hospital Medical Center (718) 270-2881
Buffalo 14222 Buffalo Children's Hospital Dr. D. Pieroni I I 1 3 6130191 9/15191 9/30191
State Univ. of New York (716) 878-7366
at Buffalo
New York 10029 Mount Sinai Medical center Dr. R. Golinko I I I 3 211/91 311/91 411/91
(212) 241-8662
New York 10021 The New York HospitaV Dr. M. Engle I 3 I 5 10/1191 1211191 1/1/92
Cornell University Medical College (212) 746-3566
New York 10016 NYU. Medical Center Dr. D. Danilowicz 2 I 3 9/91 1/92 2192
(212) 340-5656
New York 10032 Columbia-Presbyterian Dr. W Gersony 2 3 2 7 211/91 311/91 411/91
Medical center (212) 305-8509
New Hyde Park 11042 SChneider Children's Hospital of Dr. N. Gootman 1 I 1 3 12191 12191 1/9\
Long Island Jewish (718) 470-7351
Medical center
Rochester 14642 Strong Memorial Hospital Dr. E. Clark 1 1 1/30/91 311/91 411/91
(716) 275-4661
Syracuse 13210 S.U.N.Y. Health SCience Dr. R. Kaver I J 2 2191 4191 '5/15191
center at Syracuse (315) 464-5868
NOR11l CAROLINA 0.j:>.
\I:)
Durham2nIO Duke University Medical Center Dr. B Annstrong 2 1 2 1 6 1/30191 4130191 S/15/91
(919) 681-3781
STAltlClTifllP com: HOSPITAUINSll11ITJON PROGRAM Total Trainees for J'l'lO-I99J Complelfd Inlerv1ev.'S Selection 0Vl
U1RECTOR Applicalions Compl<too Compl<too 0
1st Yr. 2nd Yr. :\nt Yr. Other MAl. llue By By By
OHIO
Cincinnati 45229 Children's Hospital Medical Center/ Dr. 0, SChwanz 2 4 1 4 11 1/1/91 2/1/91 311191
University of Cincinnati (513) 559-4432
SChool of Medicine
Cleveland 44106 University Hospitals of Cleveland! Dr. K. zahka 2 2 4 311191 4115191 S/31191
Case Western Reserve University (216) 371·8429
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia 19104 Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Dr. J. Huhta 5 4 3 2 14 311/91 4115191 5/1/91
(215) 590·1802
Philadelphia 19m Temple University Dr. R. Donner I 1 I 3 2/1191 311/91 411191
St. Christopher's lIospital for Children (215) 427·5106
Pittsburgh 15213 Children's Hospital Dr. J. Zuberbuhler/ 1 1 1 3 1/31191 4130191 5/31191
of Pittsbur~University Dr. F. Fricker
of Pittsbur~ (412) 692·5540
SOlml CAROLINA
Charleston 29425 Childrens Hospital of the Dr. D. Fyfel 3 2 2 7 1/1190 5/1190 611190
Medical University of Soutll Carolina Dr. P Gillette
(803) 792·3287
TENNESSEE
Memphis 38103 I.e Ilonheur Children's Medical Center Dr. S. Birnbaum I 1 &'1191 1/1192 2/1192
University of Tennessee, Memphis (90 I) 522-3:\80
Nashville 37232-2572 Vanderbilt Univ. Medical Center Dr. T. Graham 3 I 4 1/1191 311191 411191
Vanderbilt Univ. SChool of Medicine (615) 322·7447
TEXAS
Dallas 75235 University of Texas Dr. D. Fixler 1 1 411/91 4130191 5/30191
Health SCience Center (214) 920·2333
Houston 77030 Texas Children's Hospital! Dr. A. Garson 5 5 5 3 18 1/15191 1/31191 2/2&'91
Baylor College of Medicine (713) 798·1256
VIRGINIA
Charlottesville 22908 University of Virginia Dr. H, Gutgesell I I 2 1/1/91 311/91 7/1191
Medical Center (804) 924·2486
Kichmond 23298'()(}26 Medical College of Virginia Dr. R. SChieken I I I 3 1/1/91 311191 5/1/91
(804) 786·\374
76 71 56 23 226
c. Training Programs in Cardiothoracic Surgery
~TA"ffiICI1YflfP COVE HOSPITAUINSTITIITION PROGRAM
V1REcroR
Toul Trainees for 1990·19')\
1st Yr. 2nd Yr. .Int Yr. Other lUfAL
AWlAMA
Binningham 35294 University 01 Alabama at Binningham Dr. A. Pacifico
(205) 934-6209
ARIZONA
Tooon 85724 University olArizona Dr. J. Copeland
.HealthSciences center and (602) 626-7813
Tucson Veterans Admin. Hospital
ARKANSAS
Unle Rock 72205 University 01 Arkansas for Dr. J. Harrell
Medical Sciences (SOl) 370-1lll9
CALIFORNIA
lorna Unda 92354 lorna Unda UnivetSity Medical center Dr. L. Bailey
(714) 824--4977
Los Angeles 90017 Hospital 01 the Good Samaritan, Dr. R. Hughes
OJildrens Hospital of Los (213) 977-1170
Angeles, and Los Angeles
.County-USC Medical center
Los Angeles 90024 UCU Medical center Dr. H. Laks
(213) 206-6666
San Diego 92103 UCSD Medical center Dr. S. Jamieson
Dr. R. Peters
(619) 543-m7
San Francisco 94129 Lettennan Army Medical center Dr.W. Berry
(415) 561-2802
San Francisco 94143 University 01 California - Dr. K. Turley
San Francisco (415) 476--2606
Stanford 94305-5247 Stanford University Dr. ·N. Shumway
School 01 Medicine (415) 723-5771
COWRAOO
Denver 80262 University of Colorado Dr. D. Clarke
Health Sciences center (303) 270-8527
CONNECTICUT
New Haven 06510 Yale University School of Medicine! Dr. J. Baldwin
Yale-New Haven Medical center (203) 785-2704
DISTRICT OF COWMBIA
Washington 20037 George Washington University Hospital Dr. B. Aaron
(202) 994-3947
Washinglon 20307-5001 Walter Reed Army Dr. F. &!wants
Medical center (202) 576--1433
FLORIDA
Gainesville 32610 Shands Teaching.Hospital Dr. J. Alexander
University of Florida (')04) 392-3729
Miami 33101 University 01 Miami Dr. G. Kaiser




STATf~CI1i:llP COilE IIOWITAI/INSTITI TION PKOGRAM Total T'Jillt:'ei for 1990-1991 <=>Vo
IlIKECfOK ,'-'
1st Yr ~llli Yr .ird Yr Other TOTAL
GEORGIA
AtlanlJl .)0322 Emory University Dr. R Guyton 3 3 3 9
Affiliate HospilJll and Clinic (404) 248-3836
Augusta .)0912-4040 Medical College of Georgia HospilJll Dr. J Rubin
(404) 72 H227
ILLINOIS
Chicago 60680 [Iniversity of Illinois Medical Center Dr. S. Levitsky
(Iniversity of Illinois Hospital em) 996-8439
Westside VA HospilJll
Cook County Hospital
Chicago 60637 IIll1versity of Chicago Dr. R Karp
(312) 702-2500
Chicago 60611 Northwestern University Medical Center Dr R Anderson
em) 908-3121
Chicago 60612->864 Rush-Presbyterian Dr. H. Najafi 2 2 2 6
St. I.uke·s Medical Center 1J12l 942-6370
Maywood 60153 Foster G McGaw Hospital Dr. R Pifarre
Loyola Iiniversity Medical Center (08) 216-6588
INDIANA
Indianapolis 46202 Indiana University Hospitals Dr H. King
Gill 274·7949
IOWA
Iowa City 52242 University of Iowa Dr. D. Ilehrendt
Hospitals and Clinics (319) )562761
KANSAS
Kansas Citv 6610.) i1niversity of Kansas Medical Center Dr. J Moran
(913) 588-2840
KENTUCKY
Louisville 40292 University of I.ouisville Dr. L Gmy
(502) 588-5198
Lexington 40536 t Iniversity of Kentucky Hospital Dr. R Salley
(606) 233-649';
LOUISIANA
New Orledns 70 III Alton OChsner Medical Foundation Dr. J Ochsner
(504) 838-3260
New Orleans 70112 Tulane University Affiliated Hospitals Dr. W. Webb
(504) 588-5145
MARYlAND
Baltimore 21205 Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions Dr. B Reitz 2 2 2 6
(301) 955-2800
Baltimore 21201 University of Maryland Dr. J McLaughlin
(301) 328-5842
MASSACH USEITS
Boston 02115 Brigham and Women's Hospital! Dr L Cohn
Childrens Hospital (617) 734-8183
~TA1VCITYIZIP COIlE 1I()$PITAJjIN~TITlITION PIlOGRAM Toul TrJinee; fnr 1'l9O-I9'l1
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MASSACHUSETIS (Continued)
Boston 021)4 Massachusens Geneml Hospital Dr. H. Grillo
Dr. M. Buckley
(617) 726-2806
Boston 0221 5 New England Deaconess Hospital Dr S. Levitsky
Harvard lJniversity (617) 732-8383
Boston 02111 New England Medical Center Dr. R. Cleveland
(617) 95(,.5593
Boston 02118 Boston lJnivelSity Medical Center Dr. R. Shemin
"'he lJniversitv Hospital (617) 638-7350
Boston City Hospital
Children's Hospital Medical Center
Lahey Clinic Medical Center
Worcester 01655 UnivelSity of Massachusetts Dr. T. Vander Salm
Medical Center (508) 856-2216
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor 48109-0344 University of Michigan Hospitals Dr. M. Orringer
(313) 936-4981
Detroit 4820I Wayne Stale University Dr. L. Stevenson
Harper Hospital UHl 993-0584
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis 55455 The University 01 Minnesota Hospital Dr RM. Bolman 2 ,
(612) 625-3902
Rochester 55905 Mayo Graduate SChool 01 Medicine Dr. G. Danielson 2 2 2 6
(507) 284-3494
MISSISSIPPI
jackson 39216 Robert Wood johnson Univ. Hospital- Dr. B Heath
.'It. Peter's Medical Center (601) 984-5170
IJebol"<ih Heart and Lung Center
MISSOURI
Columbia 65212 lIniversity of Missouri-Columbia Dr. J Curtis
U14) 882-69)4
Kansas City 64111 .'It. Luke's Hospital Dr. J Piehler
(816) 9.\1-7743
.'It. Louis 63110 Barnes HospitallWashington Dr J Cox
University SChool 01 Medicine (314) 362-6185
.'It. tools 63110-0250 .'It. I.ou;s II/liversity Dr. H. Barner
Group of Hospitals (314) 577-8350
NEW JERSEY
Newark 071 03-2727 lIMDNj-NJMS Dr, J Donahoo
(201) 456-5678
Newark 07112 Newark Beth Israel Medical Center Dr I. Gielchinsky I I .' 5 0v-(20 I) 926-7325 ......
Newark 07105 lIMIJNJ-1JnivelSity Hospital! Dr. J Amalo
UMDNj-New jersey Medical SChool (201l 456-5678
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NEW JERSEY (Continued)
New Brunswick 08903-0019 UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Dr. J. Mackenzie 1 I I 3
Medical School (201) 837-7806
Robert Wood Johnson University Hosp.
St. Peter's Medical Center
Deborah Heart and Lung Center
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque 87131 University of New Mexico Dr. J. Wernly
Affiliated Hospitals (50S) zn-6901
NEW YORK
Albany 12208 Albany Medical Center Dr. V. Ferraris
(518) 445-5114
Bronx 10467 Albert Einstein £allege of Medicine Dr. R. Frater 2 2 4
Montifiore Medical Center (212) 920-5541
Brooklyn 11203 S.UN.Y. Health Science Center Dr. J. Cunningham 2 2 4
at Brooklyn (718) 851-5358
Brooklyn 11218 Maimonides Medical Center
Brooklyn 11203 Kings County Hospital Center
Brooklyn V.A. Hospital
Buffalo 14203 State University of New Yorl<. Dr. R. MenlZer 2 2
MedicalJDental Education Consortium (716) 845-1187
New Hyde Park. 11042 Long Island Jewish- Dr. D. Tyras
Hillside Medical Center (718) 470-7460
New Yorl<. 10021 New York Hospital- Dr. O.W. 150m 2 2 4
Cornell Medical Center (212) 746-5151
New York 10016 New York lIniversity Medical Center Dr. S. Colvin- 3 3 6
(212) 340-6384
New Yorl<. 10032 The Presbyterian Hospital Dr J. Maim 2 2 4
in the City of New Yorl<., (212) 305-2633
Columbia llniversity College of
Physician-s & Surgeons
New Yorl<. 10029 Mt. Sinai Hospital Dr. M. Ergin
Dr. R. Griepp
(212) 241-il181
Rochester 14642 The University of Rochester Dr. J. DeWeese 2 2 4
Affiliated Program (716) 275-2721
~'yracuse 13210 SU NY Health Science Center at Dr. F. Parl<.er
Syracuse. University Hospital (315) 464-5812
NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill 27599 North Carolina Memorial Hospital! Dr. B. Wilcox
University of North Carolina (919) 966-3381
Charlotte 28232 Carolinas Medical Center Dr. F Robicsek
(704) 355-4005
Winston-Salem 271O.~ NC. Baptist Hospital. Inc. Dr. A. Cordell
Bowman-Gray School of Medicine (919) 748-2124
SlwroCITIflIP COIlE IIOSPITAlJINsnnmoN PROGRAM Totli Tro;n".. for 1990-1991
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OHIO
Cleveland 44106 Case Western Reserve University Dr. A. Geha 2 2 4
Affiliated Hospitals (216) 844·3051
Cleveland 44195-5066 The Cleveland Clinic Foundation Dr. F. Loop
Dr. R. Stewart
(216) 444-6708
Columbus 43210 The Ohio SI:Ite University Dr. P. MyenYoVilZ 1 2
(614) 293-8866
OKWJOMA
Oklahoma City 73190 University of Oklahoma Dr. R. Elkins
Health Sciences Cenler (405) 271·5789
OREGON
Portland 97201 The Oregon Health Sciences Dr. A. Cobanoglu
University (503) 494·7820
PENNSYLVANIA
Hershey 17033 University Hospital Dr. J. Waldhausen
The Penrnylvania Stale University (717) 531-8939
College of Medicine
Philadelphia 19102-1192 Hahnemann University Hospital Dr. S. Brockman
(215) 448-7802
Philadelphia 19107 Thomas jetfErl'ln University Hospital Dr. R. &lie
Jefferson Medical College (215) 955·5654
Philadelphia 19104 Hospital of 1M University Dr. L Edmunds 2 2 4
of Pennsylvania (215) 662·2091
Pittsburgh 15212 Medical College of Penrnylvania Dr. G. Magovern 2 2 4
Allegheny General Hospital (412) 359·3715
Pittsburgh 15261 Hospitals of the University Dr. H. Bahnson 2 2 2 6
Health center of Pittsburgh (412) 648,9920
SOU1ll CAROLINA
Charleston 29425 Medical Ulliversity of Dr F Crawford
Sourh carolina (803) 792·.~S05
TENNFSSEE
Memphis 38163 University of TeMlS'iee Medical Center Dr. O. Watsol1
(901) 577-4541
Nashville 37232-5734 Vanderbilt University B05pital Dr. II. IleIlder
(615) 322-0064
TEXAS
Dallas 75235·8879 University of Texas Dr. W.S. Ring
Sourhwe;tern Medical School (214) 688-3568
Parldand Memorial Hospital
Dallas VA Medical center
Children's Medical Center of Dallas
SI. Paul Medical Center 0
zale Upshy University Hospital
v.
v.
Fort Sam Houston 782.~ Brooke Army Medical Center Dr. G. Bowman
Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center (512) 221·3012
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TEXAS (Continued)
Galveston 77550 University of Texas Dr. V. Conti
Medical Branch (409) 761-1203
Houston 77225 SI Luke's HospitaV Dr. D. Cooley 3 3 6
Texas Heart Institute (713) 791-4920
Houston 77030 Baylor College of Medicine Dr. M. DeBakey infonnation not available
(713) 798-4562
san Antonio 78284 University 01 Texas Dr. J. Trinkle I I 2
Health SCience Center (512) 567-5615
IFrAll
Salt Lake City 84I32 University of Utah Dr. W. Gay 2 2 4
Affiliated Hospitals (SOl) 581-7304
VIRGINIA
Charlottesville 22908 University 01 Virl\inia Dr. S. Nolan 2 I 3
(804) 924-2057
Richmond 2.~298 Medical College of Virl\inia Dr. A. Wechsler 2 I 3
(804) 225-4974
WASHINGTON
Seattle 98I95 University Hospital! Dr. E. Verrier
University 01 Washington (206) 543-3093
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown 26,06 We5I Virginia University Hospitals Dr. G Murray
(304) 293-4869
WISCONSIN
Madison 53792 University 01 Wisconsin Dr. G. Kroncke 2 2 4
Health SCiences Center (608) 263-52\5
Milwaukee 5.m6 Medical College of Wisconsin Dr. G. Olinger 2 2
(414) 257-,S45
141 n4 29 n 317
